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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

ENTERING INTO A STRATEGIC COOPERATIVE FRAMEWORK

AGREEMENT WITH A RENOWNED MAINLAND INDUSTRY AND

TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

The board of directors (the ‘‘Board’’) of International Genius Company (the ‘‘Company’’,

together with its subsidiaries, the ‘‘Group’’) is pleased to announce that the Company,

through its wholly-owned subsidiary, entered into a strategic cooperative framework

agreement (the ‘‘Cooperative Agreement’’) with a well-known industry and technology

company, Guangzhou Miller Baiye Technology Co., Ltd (‘‘Miller Baiye’’) on 31 July 2023

to establish a long-term strategic partnership.

Miller Baiye was founded in mainland China in 2020 and is the country’s first company to

construct an industrially interconnected ecosystem based on properties, business districts,

supermarkets, and agriculture. Miller Baiye now holds the exclusive rights to the certificate

from OpenAI ChatGPT for the operation and branding of ChatGPT in the China region,

which includes the use and distribution of ChatGPT’s trademarks, logos, and other

intellectual property rights for conducting business operations in the China region.
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The Group believes that forming a strategic partnership with Miller Baiye will be beneficial

to the Group’s applied research in the field of trading algorithms as well as the interests of

all shareholders. The existing ChatGPT authorization of Miller Baiye (including but not

limited to rights of advertising, marketing of the brand and trademarks, uses and

distributions of the intellectual property and the technology, etc.) will be advantageous for

the Group to empower its artificial intelligence trading technology, thereby commercializing

and transforming it into a business that generates stable and substantial operating profits for

the Group.

By Order of the Board

International Genius Company

Dr. Lin Feng

Executive Director

Hong Kong, 31 July 2023

As at the date of this announcement, (i) the executive Director of the Company is Dr. Lin

Feng; (ii) the non-executive Directors of the Company are Ms. Sun Qiuzhen and Mr. Dai

Chengyan; and (iii) the independent non-executive Directors of the Company are Mr. Lo

Hang Fong, Mr. Wang Jun Sheng and Mr. Yip Tze Wai Albert.
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